
Behind the representational front of Rome, year 2020. 

 With the intention to explore and examine the backsides of the representative 
fronts of the city of Rome using the sketch as our tool, our stay in Rome turned out 
somewhat different than expected. Didn’t 2020 altogether though? Rome is, as is the vast 
majority of cities all over the world, tinged by the ongoing pandemic. The city becomes 
a backside itself when our homes have come to serve as a front as the restrictions urge 
us all to keep a distance and remain in our houses. The limitations caused by the pan-
demic changed some of the physical terms for our time in Rome but foremost, I believe it 
made us see the backs of the city in a different light. 

 When imagining Rome one immediately pictures ancient Rome with armoured romans, 
marble statues, bombastic columns and grandiose temples that somewhat set the discourse 
for the rest of the world in so many varying fields. There are still some physical traces 
from that time and well kept such but truth to be told, most of them were ruined during 
the next era along the timeline and reused in new constellations, at new places. 
 Michelangelo, Leonardo Da Vinci, Bramante, Brunelleschi among others, can all be 
traced to Rome during the Renaissance. Their influence on the built environment at that 
time was tremendous and its impact travelled wide. There were strict building-guidelines 
during the renaissance and regardless of scale to the object, the rules still applied. 
This made the typology and composition of Renaissance buildings predictable even in a 
city like Rome with so many layers of time to consider. Private villas for wealthy fami-
lies and important visitors were mostly commissioned, distanced from the inhabitants of 
the city other than a monumental facade to pass by and marvel at. 
 The Facist- or the Mussolini period is another significant era that is well repre-
sented in the cityscape of Rome. The unification of Italy, Risorgimento, in the late 19th 
century laid the brickworks for the urge to display the Italian identity and superiority 
which the Facism regime utilised and interpreted into architecture.  
 With all this in mind and in line with our study of the backsides of Rome, our at-
tention sought to investigate and sketch buildings from less obvious and renowned eras 
of the history of Rome. 
 Surprisingly, backsides of the medieval era were in numerous aspects the most fas-
cinating for us to study. As our history books tend to picture the medieval times as the 
darkest of times, we realize that we seem to only have browsed it hastily in between 
the monumental ancient Roman era and the Renaissance. Buildings of the medieval era were 
often built from material plundered from the ancient Roman ruins and as often on the 
remains of ancient Roman temples. So was our object of research from the medieval era, 
the Basilica Santo Stefano Rotondo. It is situated on the Caelian hill, one of the seven 
hills of Rome. Seeking protection from plunders, floods and earthquakes, the people of 
Rome (the number of inhabitants were decreasing at the same pace as the city was falling 
into ruins) tended to move up on the hills during the medieval era, hence this is where 
many of the medieval remains can be found. 
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Extract of sketches 
1 Via della Navicella
2 Courtyard Chiesa S Stefano Rotondo
3 Entrance seen from the courtyard
4 Steps leading to the entrance
5 Entrance to the adjacent Monastery
6 + 7 Courtyard seen from the entrance
8 Entrance seen from the doorway of the Monastery
9 Main entrance
10 Second doorway into the Rotunda
11 Rotunda 
12 Second doorway seen from the rotunda
13 Detail column 
14 Experienced plan of Chiesa S Stefano Rototondo

 How come the medieval architecture that remains in Rome is often omitted? One of 
several answers to this question is that many of the medieval remains in Rome demand 
searching for. To be brief, one could say that some of the medieval remains create the 
backsides of Rome. Roads that were once medieval main routes, are today alleyways that 
lack a proper sidewalk as well as road signs other than the name of the road spelled 
out in typical Roman letters. This is the case for Basilica Santo Stefano Rotondo. Sur-
rounded by brick walls high enough to make one feel more like an intruder than a visi-
tor, it is clear that this church was not first and foremost built to manifest power or 
wealth. The basilica turns its back to the medieval main road, Via della Navicella, and 
is enclosed, on the verge of hidden. Hadn’t it been for the opening in the surrounding 
brick wall one could easily have passed the church unknowingly. A modest sign on the 
wooden beam, distributing the loads from the brick wall above the double gate, reads 
“CHIESA S STEFANO ROTONDO’’. 
 When entering the opening in the high wall, another  wall continues on your left, 
leading you to something that turns out to be the entrance of the church. Yet again, 
the feeling of being more of an intruder than a visitor revisits and you are proba-
bly not the first one looking over your shoulder, expecting to face someone telling you 
trespassing is not allowed. The courtyard in front of the church’s entrance is very 
similar to a private one, yet a place to gather before the mass. Rather than being 
deterring,  as felt from the outside, the high walls now seem to be embracing you and 
shielding you instead. The intimate scale is further induced by the wide variety of 
plants and pine trees. 
 The exterior of the church is a backside as a whole whereas its interior is 
clearly, its well hidden front. Would it not be for the dimly seen drum of the basili-
ca, rising above the loggia, its humble facade could have been mistaken for something 
other than a church. Already when entering the loggia by stepping down the three steps 
through the open archways in between the four granite columns, the space sweeps you in. 
Entering the church is a transition of several steps, and you have not yet arrived. As 
a first time visitor, religious or secular, I experience a space made for contemplation, 
turning inwards and inviting its visitor to do the same. 
The building’s circular plan, the first of its kind in Rome, initiates the  visitor into 
the center of the space, where the main sources of natural light appears, at the top of 
the high rising drum. 

 One can imagine that the circumstances were quite disparate when Francesco Borro-
mini in 1634 was commissioned by Barberini to draw the Basilica San Carlo alle Quattro 
Fontane, at the cramped and narrow site of the crossing of Via del Quirinale and Via 
delle Quattro Fontane. A building that Borromini literally suggested would take hold of 
the entire street scene. The steps upon entering the basilica interrupts the sidewalk 
and the serpentine facade in its whole is almost obtrude upon its surroundings and the 
people passing by. You can not pass the Basilica San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane with-
out noticing its attempt to devour you. That is, if you pass the main facade facing Via 
del Quirinale. Approaching the church when going in a northwest direction at Via delle 
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Quattro Fontane, one is not only surprised by its humble northeastern facade but also 
rather intrigued by Borromini’s intricate way of meeting the surroundings and incorpo-
rating the four renaissance fountains, the church’s namesakes, adjourning each corner 
of the two ancient streets crossing. Even though the main facade is contrasting the ad-
jacent facades, one must say that it relates well to the four fountains of the crossing 
roads. The tension of the two deeds, the fountains and the basilica, creates a certain 
atmosphere yet many visitors seem surprised by the fact that the fountains precede the 
basilica. 
 The lack of space to summon in front of the basilica and when entering it, Bor-
romini solved by placing the cloister parallel to the church. The cloister is a fas-
cinating and a quite fastidious space in comparison to the church’s baroque interior 
and lack of natural light. A back of the monumental front of the baroque. Further, the 
dominant colour of the interior is a white and timid marble as apart from the typical 
baroque interior at the time, usually attired with distinct and colorful marble. 
Although the composition of the cloister is clearly baroque in its elongated axis, the 
interrupted rectangular shape with curved corners and oval shaped balustrades, the es-
thetique and ornamentation of the two storey high cloister is harmonious and contem-
plating yet playful in its detail and rhythm. The two main spaces, the basilica and the 
cloister, are connected by a hallway in the southern corner of the room. The passage is 
almost straight, lacks ornamentation and acts as an emphasizing contrast to its ad-
jacent spaces. Separate rooms, today used for administration purposes and the gently 
embellished Crypt are also reached from there. The cloister can, as can the church, be 
entered from the street but this part of the facade facing the street does not reveal 
its inner character. Not until you study it thoroughly, you encounter details in the 
ornamentation, a playful broken pediment and the curved steps interrupting the sidewalk 
in a far more subtle way than its neighbouring church facade devouring its passerby.   

 It is difficult to say how much impact the ongoing pandemic made on our research. 
What became clear, is how the pandemic reinforces the frontier of public and private 
space. Of backsides and fronts. The semi private spaces that one used to be able to 
enter and explore by chance, are now difficult, not to say impossible, to access. The 
social distancing is not only physical, but emotional. When we miss out on the oppor-
tunity of meeting fellow humans in public spaces, may they be fronts or backs, we tend 
to miss out on the spaces harboring on the verge between public and private. During our 
stay we became aware of the fact that when pandemic-measures are taken in a society,  
it also distinguishes what is worth showing, by whom and for who. The distinction be-
tween private and public, front and backside suddenly becomes very clear, although not 
necessarily as we have known them before. 

15 Detail of corinthian order
16 Columns in Basilica San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane
17 Details and sketching of sketcher
18 Experienced plan
19 Aisle, row of columns
20 Baroque detail in stucco
21 Entrance connecting with the cloister
22 Aisle, row of columns 
23 Baroque detail, column base
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